LOCKDOWN THOUGHTS
by Beatrice K. Rose MD, MPH

When the lockdown was announced and all events cancelled, my first thought was about the empty space that was created for future afternoons. The emptiness seemed vast because there was nothing there.

I began thinking about that nothingness. What was there instead? Was the nothing there in my mind or really in that space. Something was there and I thought most of it came from my mind: plans, thoughts about projects, thoughts to think about, thoughts about what other people communicated or said.

What about all the things that happened in that space before the lockdown—the many people who did or brought things to me, where are they now, where did they go? I treasure them now because they are no longer in that space and the only imprint they have left is in my mind. But they had a value that I had not recognized or acknowledged. The space became a tangible thing, an area to be explored, to be understood, an area wanting to be and waiting to be filled. Then time began to take its toll as more spaces proliferated under the lockdown and my mind needed to address all of them.
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